PROFESSIONAL FAUCETS

Ambitious cooking starts with a drop of water

Make it Wonderful

FRANKE
Professional by Thorpe

Design inspiration was an exercise in the balance of form and function.

“The Professional Series for Franke was an exercise in the balance of form and function. Taking cues from the design traditions of the Bauhaus and the precision of Swiss craftsmanship I found the perfect harmony between the expressive formal qualities of the faucet while highlighting its unique purpose. By finding this balance the faucet becomes universal, having the ability to find its place in any environment anywhere in the world.”

In 2010, Thorpe established New York-based Marc Thorpe Design, as an architectural and design studio. He has worked extensively in Europe, Asia and the US as an architect and designer, and continues to collaborate on projects with a wide range of partners. He has taught in the Architecture Department at Parsons School of Design and the Industrial Design Department of Pratt Institute in New York City.
Create an industrial inspired kitchen atmosphere laden in luxury and precision with the Franke Professional faucet. This faucet is the epitome of functionality with its dual functioning pre-rinse spray head that provides a powerful spray and stream to blast debris off of dirty dishes and produce. The secondary spout functions as a separate filtered cold water tap, giving you limitless access to clean and healthy drinking water when paired with a Franke filtration system.

**Pre-Rinse Spray**
Dual functionality, toggle between spray and stream to make rinsing vegetables or cleaning food residue effortless.

**Filtered Water**
Provides unlimited access to clean and healthy filtered drinking water when paired with Franke filters. Spout operates independently from spray head.

**Full Coverage Swivel**
The 360 degree swivel spout generates a full range of motion, allowing you the flexibility to reach almost any area of your sink, and the tall arch design offers exceptional space for cleaning or filling large pots and pans.

**Single Handle Control**
Easily maneuver the handle to the perfect blending point between hot and cold water, with one hand.

**3-IN-1 PROFESSIONAL FAUCET**
- MOD: FFPDS400 Polished Chrome
- MOD: FFPDS440 Satin Nickel
- FLOW RATE: 1.75 gpm and .5 gpm (filter spout)
- SPRAY: Dual Function Spray & Stream
- FILTERATION: Cold
- CONSTRUCTION: Solid Brass
- DIMENSIONS: 26 7/16” H
- MADE IN ITALY
Professional Dual Spout Faucet

With a Franke Professional Combination Faucet you get the best of both water worlds: commercial styled pre-rinse spray and separate filling spout. The multi-functional faucets are designed for convenience and lifestyle. Every little feature makes sense. The durable, coiled spring design forms an undeniable professional kitchen aesthetic, and the 360 degrees rotation on the pre-rinse spout grants optimal usability.

DUAL SPOUT COMBINATION FAUCET
MOD: FFPDS300 Polished Chrome
MOD: FFPFS380 Satin Nickel
FLOW RATE: 1.75 gpm
SPRAY: Dual Function Spray & Stream
CONSTRUCTION: Solid Brass
DIMENSIONS: 24 3/4" H
MADE IN ITALY

1. PRE-RINSE SPRAY
Having the right pre-rinse for your kitchen can improve efficiency and make clean-ups easier. Perfect for rinsing excess food and sauces off of your dishes.

2. FILLING SPOUT
The filling spout makes it easier than ever to fill large pots and pitchers while minimizing splashing.

3. FLEXIBLE HOSE
The pre-rinse faucet includes a 16" reach and a flow rate of 1.75 gpm making it easy to spray across the sink area.

Pre-Rinse Spray

Filling Spout

Flexible Hose
Professional
Pull-Down Faucet

The Professional pull-down faucet combines all the advantages of a commercial styled faucet in a straightforward design: a high, rotating spout for cleaning fruit and vegetables and filling large pots easily. With the pull-down spray, use becomes even more sophisticated and professional. The new Professional faucets are built with solid brass construction and equipped with a 25mm ceramic disc cartridge for a highly functional, long-lasting experience.

### PULL DOWN FAUCET

- **MOD:** FF5300 Polished Chrome
- **MOD:** FF5380 Satin Nickel
- **FLOW RATE:** 1.75 gpm
- **SPRAY:** Dual Function Spray & Stream
- **CONSTRUCTION:** Solid Brass
- **DIMENSIONS:** 19 1/4" H
- **MADE IN ITALY**

### EXTENDED REACH

19-inch reach with the pull-down nylon braided hose offers maximum coverage for even the heaviest cleaning tasks. The quick fix spray head clamp secures the hose back into place.

### PULL-DOWN SPRAY

Pull-down spray head with SWIFT SWITCH® makes it easier than ever to toggle between stream and spray without reducing water pressure between modes.

### PRECISION HANDLE

Single handle lever gives you precise control and offers the exact amount of water and desired temperature.